
Overview
MyCSP, the government’s first mutual joint 
venture (MJV), was established in 2012 
to provide pension services to 1.5 million 
members of the Civil Service pension 
scheme across 250 employers, and sought 
a partner organisation to deliver all of its 
infrastructure and hosting requirements. 
MyCSP’s staff are drawn from a number 
of disparate groups – the Department for 
Work and Pensions, HMRC, Ministry of 
Defence and the Home Office – which 
each delivered scheme administration 
independently of each other using different 
versions of a common system. The chosen 
supplier was tasked with implementing 
a scalable, highly secure IT environment, 
providing a consistent and uniform IT 
experience across the new organisation.

Through a detailed tendering process, 
MyCSP selected the Equiniti solution, which 
encompassed all aspects of IT service 
provision, from server infrastructure through 
to desktop environments and telephony, 
including full technical and customer support, 
utilising leading edge technology.  

This resulted in a more efficient IT 
environment which is fully security 
accredited, high availability and flexible.

Implementing the right 
solution
MyCSP chose Equiniti as its IT provider for a 
number of key reasons:
     Unparalleled knowledge of the MyCSP 
     business and of the MJV model, as a 
     partner in MyCSP
     Existing provider of the Penserver 
     software used to administer Civil Service 
     pensions
     Experience of delivering large scale IT 
     infrastructure and hosting to organisations
     Experience of operating 24/7 high 
     availability systems, thanks to a heritage in 
     the financial services sector
     Experience of implementing accredited 
     secure systems within government 
     organisations
   
Equiniti delivered a solution encompassing 
all aspects of IT, tailored to meet MyCSP’s 
specific requirements. The solution brought 
together the existing four distinct IT
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environments to create a single, consistent 
experience for all users, exploiting virtualisation 
technology to maximum effect so as to achieve 
efficiency and cost-effectiveness.

Infrastructure and hosting
Equiniti used its expertise in infrastructure 
and hosting to advise MyCSP on the most 
appropriate systems to meet its needs. It 
implemented a largely virtualised environment 
including over 50 virtual servers, significantly 
reducing the cost of hardware, with associated 
savings on power, the cost of physical space, and 
software licensing advantages. 

Equiniti assisted MyCSP in setting up a Microsoft 
Enterprise Agreement, enabling MyCSP to 
update its software when required and also 
to make use of Software Assurance benefits.  
Updates to Windows Server and Office are 
already being considered. 

Its Penserver pension administration software 
will be upgraded to Compendia – which 
will include image-based workflow. These 
upgrades will allow MyCSP to further improve 
efficiency and service quality and enable it to 
achieve maximum benefit from its investment. 



Equiniti deployed Microsoft technology 
extensively throughout MyCSP in order 
to leverage the benefits of its software 
investment and software assurance, and also 
to reduce the need for products from other 
suppliers. This included:
     Disk encryption and removable media 
     protection
     Email scanning and desktop anti-virus
     Systems Centre Suite for all systems 
     management, virtual machine manager   
     and service desk support
     Windows Server 2008 R2
     Office 2010
     Exchange 2010
     SharePoint 2010
     Lync 2010 for telephony and internal 
     messaging/presence

In addition to the technical aspects of IT 
infrastructure, hosting and on-going service 
management, Equiniti is providing MyCSP 
with significant business transformation 
services to support the redesign of the 
business operating model.

Security
Putting in place the right security measures 
for the monitoring and recording of 
information was vital to the success of 
the project. As a commercial organisation 
managing sensitive government data relating 
to civil servants’ pensions, MyCSP required 
an IL3 security accreditation for all aspects 
of its infrastructure, as well as supporting an 
ISO 27001 accreditation, the internationally 
recognised security standard.  

Equiniti works in partnership with MyCSP 
and the Cabinet Office Security Working 
Group (SWG), chaired by the accreditor, 
to assess the design and implementation of 
the systems. The SWG provided valuable 
support throughout the project with 
regard to achieving the required security 
accreditations.

Testing was carried out by multiple parties 
to ensure systems were appropriately secure 
and, to further enhance security, all staff 
completed security clearance processes. 
As a result, MyCSP can be assured that 
its systems satisfy all of the requirements 
of a commercial organisation handling 
government/financial data and that its 
information is protected.
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Support and training 
MyCSP staff members received training 
in small groups from Equiniti staff on the 
systems being introduced, ensuring they were 
equipped to achieve maximum value from 
the solution being implemented.

Equiniti provides MyCSP with a team, 
mostly based on-site, covering a number 
of roles including service desk, availability 
management, service management and 
desktop support, who can offer users 
advice and guidance in addition to practical 
IT support. All incidents are dealt with and 
resolved rapidly by the appropriate resolver 
teams.

Challenges
     Aggressive time frame of six months from 
     the start of the project to go-live during 
     which time all systems had to be designed, 
     purchased, built and tested
     Working with accreditation bodies to 
     agree security measures, given that 
     some technologies being implemented 
     had progressed since existing guidelines 
     for security accreditation had been set 
     out. Equiniti was able to demonstrate 
     that it could achieve the security 
     requirements in an appropriate manner. 
     Working with numerous government IT 
     providers and host departments to 
     deliver a timely, seamless IT transition to 
     the new MyCSP infrastructure

Key benefits
     Over 99% availability for all internal 
     applications
     Highly virtualised environments, reducing 
     the cost of further physical servers, and 
     also generating savings on power, cooling 
     and software licensing costs
     Improved service quality
     Improved staff experience who now have 
     access to latest versions of productivity 
     tools
     Flexibility – equipped for rapid take-on of  
     new business volumes

Equiniti provides MyCSP 
with:
     A full IT support team, from full time 
     service desk support through to second/
     third line escalation engineers
     Full high availability and disaster recovery 
     service model with immediate failover 
     across two data centres
     All desktop and server hardware, 
     software and telephony systems (52  
     virtual servers, 46 physical servers and 
     Lync VOIP technology)
     Intranet and internet web hosting (based 
     on SharePoint 2010)
     Mitel-based call centre technology 
     Systems designed, documented and 
     operated and accredited to security level 
     IL3. Accreditation to ISO 27001 is being 
     sought
     Incorporation of multiple security 
     management products to provide data 
     leakage protection
     Data migration from the four existing 
     systems into a single environment
     All local and wide area network links with 
     added levels of encryption
     Staff training on new systems
     Service models for all aspects of system 
     and incident management

About Equiniti
Equiniti is a market leading business process 
services provider. We support 2,000 of the 
UK’s leading businesses and public sector 
institutions, including around half of the 
FTSE 100. Our core capabilities are centred 
around complex administration and payment 
solutions including money transmission, 
administration and customer interactions 
delivered by 2,700 employees in 23 UK office 
locations.  

We are leaders in share registration and 
pension services markets. We also have 
a strong presence in HR and employee 
benefits.  Equiniti is the private sector 
partner for the first mutual joint venture out 
of UK central government, MyCSP.


